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KLA CONTENT ASSESSMENT 

ENGLISH SCHOOL-BASED PROGRAMMES 

Students at Springfield Central State School are engaged in explicit teaching of core 
literacy concepts, aligning with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum.   
Year 5 students are explicitly taught the following school programmes: 
- Reading 
- Writing (including genre, grammar, punctuation/editing and Seven Steps to Writing 
Success) 
- Vocabulary 
- Spelling 
- Comprehension 
- Handwriting 

- Speaking and Listening 

Fantasy Story 

Observation 

Monitoring 

 

MATHS Number and place value  
 apply mental and written strategies to solve addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and division problems  
 identify and use factors and multiples.  
 use estimation and rounding to check reasonableness  
 solve problems addition subtraction multiplication and division  
 use efficient mental and written strategies to solve problems.  

Fractions and Decimals  
 apply decimal skills  
 place value system can be extended beyond hundredths  
 compare order and represent decimals  
 locate decimals on a number line  
 extend the number system to thousandths and beyond  

Money and Financial Mathematics  
 create simple budgets  
 calculate with money  
 identify the GST component of invoices and receipts  

Using Units of Measurement  
 read and represent 24-hour time  
 convert between 12- and 24-hour time  
 chooses appropriate units for length, area, capacity and mass  
 measures length, area, capacity, mass  

Location and Transformation  
 explore maps and grids  
 use a grid to describe locations  
 describe positions using landmarks and directional language  

Geometric Reasoning  
 estimate and measure angles  
 construct angles using a protractor  

Chance  
 order chance events  
 express probability on a numerical continuum  
 apply probability to games of chance  
 make predictions in chance experiments  

Data Representation and Interpretation  
 investigate an issue (design data-collection questions and tools, collect data, 

represent as a column graph or dot plot, interpret and describe data to draw a 
conclusion)  

- Short answer 
assessment ‘Fantastic 
factors and magnificent 
multiples’ 
- Short answer 
assessment ‘What is the 
chance of that?’ 
- Monitoring & 

Observations 

SCIENCE MATTER MATTERS 
In this unit, students will broaden their classification of matter to include gases and begin to 

see how matter structures the world around them. Students will pose questions; make 

- Assignment/Project - 
Investigating 
rates of evaporation and 



predictions and plan investigation methods into the observable properties and behaviour of 

solids, liquids and gases. Students will understand that scientific understandings about 

solids liquids and gases are used to inform decision-making and solve or prevent problems. 

explaining 
solids liquids and gases 
- Monitoring -  
condensation 

GEOGRAPHY THE ENVIRONMENT 
In this unit, students will be exploring how places are changed and managed by people. 
Students will investigate the inquiry question/s  
• How do people influence the human characteristics of places and the management of 
spaces within them? 
• How can the impact of bushfires or floods on people and places be reduced? 
The content provides opportunities to develop the following concepts for geographical 

understandings: place, space, environment, interconnections, change, sustainability, and 

scale. 

- Research task  

 

PROGRAM 

ACHIEVE 

PERSISTENCE 
Students are working towards the goals of: 
* Trying hard when encountering difficult material 
* Staying with difficult tasks until they are completed 
RESILIENCE 
Students are working towards the goals of: 
* Remaining calm in confronting or challenging situations. 
* Calms down in a reasonable period of time when very upset 
* Always bouncing back to work or play. 

- Monitoring & Observation 

 


